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Abstract: 
The computer technologies have grown significantly in the past years. More and more 
multimedia products such as digital cameras have become popular, so digital images 
are shared and transmitted widely over Internet. However, transmitting secret or 
important images, such as military or commercial images, over Internet is very 
dangerous. Malicious users may monitor Internet and try to eavesdrop these valuable 
images. To protect these images, visual cryptography is necessary for secure 
communications over Internet. Herein, secret image sharing can be applied to achieve 
the goal of visual cryptography. In this speech, I will talk about some visual 
cryptosystems based on the concept of secret image sharing. 
 
As for the topic of secret image sharing, the secret image sharing scheme uses several 
noise-like images, called shadows, to replace the original image transmitting over the 
Internet. The shadows can avoid threats from the illegal persons to access the secret 
image directly. Secret image sharing techniques were proposed to be another branch 
outside traditional cryptographic techniques and steganography. Based on sharing 
secret images, visual cryptography for binary images, grayscale images and color 
images will be introduced. 
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